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change from the omnibus standard textbook containing some information on
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and its 300 pages are crammed with details which could not be contained in
textbook.

Just under a quarter of the book gives a general description of the eye and t
in the remainder the domestic species are dealt with individually. It is profuse
with photographs, some of which are disappointing, and diagrams which by
excellent. T he bulk of the observations are original although a bibliography is
However, it is difficult to think who will use this book apart from veterinary an
institutes of ophthalmic research, since the profession generally tends to div
societies devoted to species rather than to systems.
T he publishers have made a very pleasing production and all concerned are
congratulated on this venture, which must be a very risky one, of producing
anatomy of one system especially as the book is quite expensive. However,
anatomists will certainly appreciate it.-R. N. SMIT H.
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